Abstract-Let a q-ary linear (n; k)-code C be used over a memoryless channel. We design a decoding algorithm 9 N that splits the received block into two halves in n different ways. First, about p N error patterns are found on either half. Then the left-and right-hand lists are sorted out and matched to form codewords. Finally, the most probable codeword is chosen among at most n p N codewords obtained in all n trials. The algorithm can be applied to any linear code C and has complexity order of n 3 p N : For any N q n0k , the decoding error probability P N exceeds at most 1 + q n0k =N times the probability P 9 (C) of maximum-likelihood decoding. For code rates R 1=2, the complexity order q (n0k)=2 grows as square root of general trellis complexity q minfn0k;kg . When used on quantized additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channels, algorithm 9N can provide maximum-likelihood decoding for most binary linear codes even when N has exponential order of q n0k .
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I. INTRODUCTION
T HIS paper is aimed at designing efficient decoding algorithms that reduce the complexity of maximum-likelihood (ML) decoding for general linear codes used on memoryless channels. Let be a -ary input alphabet and be an output alphabet, which can be infinite. We consider a memoryless channel Here is the transition probability (density) of receiving an output for a given We then use a -ary linear code that consists of codewords of length , and suppose that all messages are equiprobable. For any output , ML decoding retrieves a codeword with the maximum a posteriori probability among all codewords, and provides minimum decoding error probability among all decoding algorithms. We use below this probability as a benchmark for all other decoding algorithms applied to a code
In [2] and [11] , the upper bound on the complexity of ML decoding has been obtained by trellis design. In Manuscript received August 10, 1998 this paper, we wish to reduce the complexity of searching through a codebook or its trellis without deterioration in decoding performance. We shall obtain a better exponential complexity that grows as the square root of trellis complexity for any code rate For these rates, our current bound also surpasses other bounds known to date. In particular, it falls below the complexity obtained in [4] and below the lower bounds on trellis complexity [10] , [12] , provided that no long binary codes exceed the asymptotic Gilbert-Varshamov bound.
Given any output , we first consider the list of input vectors that have the highest a posteriori probabilities among all inputs. Following [7] , we then study a decoding algorithm that finds the most probable codeword whenever this list includes at least one codeword. Otherwise, may fail to find Due to this possible failure, the decoding error probability of the algorithm can exceed the probability of ML decoding. However, it is proved in [4] that for decoding performance can deteriorate only by a negligible margin. Namely, the inequality [4] (1) holds for any (linear or nonlinear) code used over the so-called mapping channels. In particular, these include discrete additive channels and an additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN) channel with -PSK modulation. More generally, mapping channels arise when the output alphabet can be split into disjoint subsets of size such, that any -ary subchannel is a conventional discrete symmetric channel ([8, p. 92]). A slightly weaker inequality holds for a bigger class of continuous symmetric channels [4] , for which finite subsets can have varying size Another statement from [5] shows that algorithm can provide ML decoding even if 1 In particular, this happens for most binary linear codes used on AWGN channels whose output is quantized to any number of fixed levels. 2 
Algorithm
allows us to consider possible error patterns in the same combinatorial setting. Even for discrete additive channels we can turn from coset leaders used in ML decoding to vectors closest to the received output These do not 1 We say that N(n) has exponential order q n and write N exp = q n if (log q N)=n ! as n ! 1:
2 Below we call these channels quantized.
0018-9448/99$10.00 © 1999 IEEE depend on a specific code and form a sphere of size about (including the boundary points). However, a straightforward search for codewords needs to test all closest inputs and has a complexity order of In this case, we cannot reduce the general trellis complexity Therefore, in this paper we wish to speed up our search by leaving out as many inputs as possible. Our current algorithm can be applied to any linear code. We split the received vector into two halves in different ways. Given , we find only about vectors on either half. Then we sort the two sets of recorded vectors and match their syndromes. This allows us to reveal those left and right halves that jointly constitute a codeword. This "sort-and-match" procedure has the same complexity order as the size of the recorded set. Finally, we choose the most probable codeword among at most of them. The decoding performance is summarized in the following theorems.
Theorem 1: Any linear -ary -code used on a mapping channel can be decoded with decoding error probability and complexity order of for any Theorem 2: ML decoding of most linear binary codes of rate and length used on a quantized AWGN channel can be performed with exponential complexity order of The material of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II we revise the hard-decision algorithm of [6] that gives complexity This revised version is more suited for general soft-decision decoding that is discussed in the following sections. In Section III, we introduce a combinatorial setting for the algorithms used on a general memoryless channel. Then in Section IV we describe a general softdecision algorithm and study its complexity. In particular, we show how the lists of most probable vectors can be determined with complexity order of
We also give an example of this "sort-and-match" procedure for a binary -code. Finally, in Section V we study the decoding performance and show that we obtained an algorithm indeed.
II. BACKGROUND: MINIMUM-DISTANCE DECODING
Let the a posteriori probability depend only on the Hamming distance Given a code , minimum-distance (MD) decoding finds the codeword closest to the received vector Also, most probable vectors belong to the Hamming sphere with center and radius 3 (2) 3 Note that is the Gilbert distance of a given code C q (n; k):
Now consider an algorithm that finds the closest codeword (if any) in the sphere According to (1), has at most twice the decoding error probability of MD decoding This important fact was first proved by Evseev [7] . Another important result of Blinovskii [3] We now turn to decoding complexity. The size of the sets and is upper-bounded by This is readily verified to give an order due to (2). Then we calculate the syndromes and form the sets and with complexity In the next step, a sorting procedure is performed on the set of size It is well known [1] that natural numbers can be sorted out by a parallel circuit ("network") of size and depth We can also obtain the same order of algorithmic complexity on a Turing machine with two tapes. In sequential implementation [9] (say, in software design), sorting procedures have time complexity and memory complexity In the forth step, we run through and find the codeword closest to First, we find each matching syndrome that coincides at least on two subvectors Note that all subvectors with follow the subvectors with due to the higher value of the indicator Given , we then find the subvector closest to , and the subvector closest to These two give the codeword closest to for a given One codeword is left after all trials. The overall complexity obtained in trials is
Note that we get a similar order whenever we correct lightest error patterns. In this case, however, we achieve decoding error probability that tends to if grows slightly faster than By using , we can decode within the covering radius Then for most long linear codes, we achieve MD decoding with complexity order These results are summarized in the following theorem.
Theorem 3:
1. MD decoding can be performed for most linear -codes with a complexity order of 2. Given , near-MD decoding can be performed for any linear -code with a complexity order of and decoding error probability
III. LIGHTEST SUBSETS FOR GENERAL CHANNELS Now consider a general memoryless channel
Given an output define the "softdecision weight" (3) of any input -ary symbol in any position We then consider the matrix defined over all input symbols (rows) and all positions (columns) Given a vector , define its "soft-decision weight" (4) So, for any output , the a posteriori probabilities are fully defined by
We can also consider all the vectors according to increasing weights Our problem is to find the codeword that has the minimum weight
As above, we shall seek this among closest inputs. However, now this set depends on a specific matrix , whereas in MD decoding, we use the sphere for any In general, can include vectors whose Hamming weights can substantially exceed Yet, the algorithm presented below shows that the complexity depends on the number of plausible candidates rather than on their Hamming weights.
Our soft-decision decoding algorithm is similar to the above algorithm
We also use about inputs on either half instead of browsing most probable inputs of length However, we change our left-and right-hand subsets and as follows. Given an output , we consider any cyclic window and order all subvectors according to their weights (6) Similarly to (5), we use lexicographic ordering for any two subvectors with the same weights. Then any subvector has a unique position in the ordering (6) . We also define the set (7) of lightest subvectors on Now consider the subset obtained by puncturing the last position in
We then take the set and append any symbol to each subvector
The result is the set (8) of subvectors defined on For any splitting we take below and use two subsets (9) These two subsets use subvectors of the same length and have the same exponential size as the former spherical subsets and Also, is our conventional subset of lightest vectors on the right half. Note, however, that the redefined subset includes times more vectors than Also, may include less probable vectors that do not necessarily fall within the list of most probable subvectors. This essential difference between softdecision decoding and its hard-decision counterpart will be discussed in Section V in more detail.
IV. SOFT-DECISION DECODING
General Description: Given an output , we first calculate the matrix according to (3) . To design an algorithm , we take Algorithm : Step 1. Execute Step 1 of the algorithm Step 2. Design the sets and defined in (9) . Form the records and defined in the algorithm Step 3. Execute Step 3 of the algorithm Step 4. Choose the lightest codeword with the minimum weight Repeat Steps 1-3 times, and choose the lightest codeword in all trials.
In this design, we need to address two important issues arising in Step 2.
• What is the complexity of designing the sets and ? • Why can we use only lightest subvectors to get the full algorithm ?
Complexity: Below we first show how the sets and are designed with exponential complexity This is done by using conventional trellis diagrams. We also calculate the corresponding syndromes while proceeding with this design. For the set , we start building the trellis from position and finish our procedure in the last position We keep building the trellis diagram until the overall number of paths exceeds in some position Then we leave only the list of shortest paths and proceed with position By adding a symbol to any path we obtain at most paths in step Again, we sort these paths according to their weights and leave shortest paths. The procedure is then repeated until the set is obtained in steps.
Remark: Here we need to justify that any path can be excluded from step and all further steps. Let be the lightest value among values of symbol Note that all paths obtained from the set are shorter than any path It can also be shown (see [4] ), that our trellis procedure needs to sort at most paths in any step instead of the paths sorted above.
For the set , we use identical procedure in the first steps
The result is the set of lightest subvectors on the set
The only difference arises in the last step , where we use any vertex and take all paths. A similar procedure is also considered in [4] . Note that syndrome calculations require operations. Sorting procedures have the same complexity order if is an exponent in Now the complexity estimate follows.
Lemma 3 ([4, Lemma 8]):
The lists and can be constructed with complexity Note that for , Steps 2 and 3 give the required exponential complexity Now the overall complexity bound follows from the fact that Step 4 runs trials.
Lemma 4:
Algorithm has complexity for any -ary linear -code used on any memoryless channel.
Example: Soft Decision Decoding for the Binary BCH Code. We take First, we calculate the matrix for the received output We also add one more position to all vectors, where we necessarily place zero symbol. 4 Then we perform the following steps.
1. Take two halves and for any 2. Design a conventional trellis diagram on beginning with position On each step leave at most shortest paths. Then on step leave all paths. These form the set Perform the same procedure for all 32 positions on the right half , and find the set Form the sets of records and that include the designed paths along with their syndromes. 3. Sort out the records of the joint set Find the matching pairs and the corresponding codewords 4. Choose the lightest codeword with the minimum weight and repeat the procedure for all
Note that conventional trellis decoding of a general -code needs up to trellis states. The algorithm [4] uses about states, whereas our current algorithm requires at most states in each trial. Computer simulations have also shown that the decoding error probability is left almost unchanged when is reduced to on AWGN channels. Then we use only states on the right half and states on the left one. For AWGN channels, this simulation gave the following bit error probability versus ratio: at 2 dB, at 3 dB, at 4 dB, and at 5 dB.
V. DECODING PERFORMANCE
In order to justify Theorems 1 and 2, we now address the second question and show that by using lightest subpaths we obtain the algorithm indeed. We need to prove that any vector can be split into two halves and such that (10) Then both halves belong to required subsets and Let be the number of in the ordered set (5) . We start with the following lemma that is similar to [4, Lemma 6] . We then start our splitting from position and use the sets and Since inequality (11) gives an upper bound On the other hand, according to (12) . Therefore, both inequalities (10) hold for the above partition This lemma ensures that in Step 4 we find the required partition. Then any codeword is necessarily retrieved through Steps 1-4 and we obtain an algorithm indeed. Now Theorem 1 follows according to (1) . Also, Theorem 2 holds for most binary -codes used on quantized channels since provides full ML decoding for sufficiently large Discussion: Recall that general algorithm uses vectors on the left half. Our question is whether symmetric inequalities (13) can be used instead of (10) . This would give us lightest vectors on both halves similarly to hard-decision decoding. However, it is unclear how to prove that inequalities (13) hold for each
In this regard, we compare the proofs of Lemmas 1 and 6. In Lemma 1, we used that the function makes marginal changes on each step. We note that the function used in Lemma 6 can change as much as times on any step. In particular, consider all binary paths obtained on the punctured half Let be the shortest one. Also, let the two symbols and in position have the weights so different that for any Then our choice of the th symbol dominates the total weight on length For example, the path obtained from the shortest path takes the number and follows all paths Summarizing, our function can undergo huge changes on each step It is for this reason that we were unable to use lightest vectors on both halves.
VI. CONCLUDING REMARKS
In this paper, we study an algorithm that seeks the most probable codeword among most probable inputs taken from the whole space By using , we obtain the decoding error probability for any linear code This probability tends to the error probability of ML decoding if grows faster than as For most binary linear codes used on quantized channels, provides ML decoding for sufficiently large
On the other hand, we show that has complexity for any linear -code. This is done by matching two conventional trellis diagrams of exponential size designed on the length For the rates , the complexity order of grows as a square root of the general trellis complexity Finally, note that our soft-decision complexity is times higher than its hard-decision counterpart presented in Section II. This is due to the fact that hard-decision decoding proceeds without calculating the lightest error patterns. This procedure is included in soft-decision decoding and comprises the bulk of trellis design. We note without proof that soft-decision complexity can also be reduced to the same polynomial order However, in this case the design is different. For any splitting we first calculate the maximum weights and in the lists and of lightest vectors. Each subpath is terminated once its weight exceeds the above maximum. As a result, we can eliminate sorting procedures and design our lists more efficiently. An important observation is that these maximum weights and can be calculated with low complexity prior to decoding
The proof is beyond the scope of this paper.
